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Foreword
IN 1944, when I first assembled my shorter pieces, I arranged them
in the alphabetical order of their first lines. This may have been a
silly thing to do, but I had a reason. At the age of thirty-seven I
was still too young to have any sure sense of the direction in which
I was moving, and I did not wish c:ritics to waste their time, and
mislead readers, making guesses about it which would almost
certainly turn out to be wrong. To-day~rin
sixty, I believe
that I know myself and my poetic intentions better and, if anybody
wants to look at my writings from an historical perspective, I have
no objection. Consequently, though I have sometimes shuffled
poems so as to bring together those related by theme or genre, in
the main their~4er is chronol9gical.
Some poems which I wrote and, unfortunately, published, I
have thrown out because they were dishonest, or bad-mannered,
or boring.
~A dishonest poem is one which expresses, no matter how well,
feelings or beliefs which its author never felt or entertained. For
example, I once expressed a desire for 'New styles of architecture';
but I have never liked modern architecture. I prefer oldstyles, and
one must be honest even about one's prejudices. Again, and much
more shamefully, I once wrote:
History to the defe,!ted
may say alas but cannot help nor pardon.
To say this is~ e_g_yate
goodness with success. It would have been
bad enough if Thad ever held this wicked doctrine, but that I
should have stated it simply because it sounded to me rhetorically
effective is quite inexcusable.
In art as in life, bad manners, not to be confused with a deliberate
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intention to cause offence, are the consequence of an over-concern
with one's own ego and a lack of consideration for (and knowledge
of) others. Readers, like friends, must not be shouted at or treated
with brash familiarity. Youth may be forgiven when it is brash or
noisy, but this does not mean that brashness and noise are virtues.
Boredom is a subjective reaction but, if a poem makes its author
yawn, he can hardly expect a less partial reader to wade through it.
A good many of the poems have been.!.evised. Critics, I have
observed, are apt to find revisions ideologically significant. One,
even, made a great to-do about what was in fact a typographical
error. I can only say that I have never, consciously at any rate,
attempted to revise my former thoughts or feelings, only the
language in which they were first expressed when, on further
consideration, it seemed to me inaccurate, lifeless,prolix or painful
to the ear. Re-reading my poems, I find that in the nineteen-thirties
I fell into some very slovenly verbal habits. The definite article is
always a headache to any poet writing in English, but__!!ly
a~diction
Y to German. u~ages became a disease. Again, it makes me wince
-w en I see how ready I was to treat :EI agd -aw as homophones.
It is true that in the Oxonian dialect I speak they are, but that isn't
really an adequate excuse. I also find that my ear will no longer
tolerate rhyming a voiced S with an unvoiced. I have had to leave
a few such rhymes because I cannot at the moment see a way to
get rid of them, but I promise not to do it again. On revisions as a
matter of principle, I agree with Valery: 'A oem~n~er fiµisheq;
it is oI_Uyabandoned.'
,.\
- This collection stops at the year nineteen-fifty-seven. In the
following year I transferred my summer residence from Italy to
Austria, so starting a new chapter in my life which is not yet
finished. The poems included cover a span of thirty years, there
are, ifl've counted rightly, three hundred of them, I was twenty
when I wrote the earliest, fifi when I wrote the latest: four nice
round numbers. Besides, the VO ume looks alarmingly big already.
W.H.A.
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The stream sings at its foot, and at its head
The mild and vegetarian beasts are fed.'
So the impassioned lover cries
Till the storm of pleasure dies:
From the bedpost and the rocks
Death's enticing echo mocks,
And his voice replies.

Thegreaterthe love,the morefalse to its object,
Not to bebornis the bestfor man;
After thekisscomesthe impulseto throttle,
Breaktheembraces,
dancewhileyou can.
'I see the guilty world forgiven,'
Dreamer and drunkard sing,
'The ladders let down out ofheaven,
The laurel springing from the martyr's blood,
The children skipping where the weeper stood,
The lovers natural and the beasts all good.'
So dreamer and drunkard sing
Till day their sobriety bring:
Parrotwise with death's reply
From whelping fear and nesting lie,
Woods and their echoes ring.

,

The desiresofthe heartareascrookedascorkscrews,
Not to bebornis the bestfor man;
The second-best
is aformalorder,
The dance's pattern;dancewhileyou can.
Dance,dance,for thefigure is easy,
The tuneis catchingandwill notstop;
Dancetill thestarscomedownfrom therafters;
Dance,dance,dancetill you drop.
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I shall ride the parade in a platinum car,
My features will shine, my name will be Star,
Day-long and night-long the bells I shall peal,
And down the long street I shall turn the cartwheel.
So Little John, Long John, Peter and Paul,
And poor little Horace with only one ball,
You shall leave your breakfast, your desk and your play
On a fine summer morning the Devil to slay.
For it's order and trumpet and anger and drum
And power and glory command you to come;
The graves will fly open to let you all in,
And the earth be emptied of mortal sin.
The £shes are silent deep in the sea,
The skies are lit up like a Christmas tree,
The star in the West shoots its warning cry:
'Mankind is alive, but Mankind must die.'
So good-bye to the house with its wallpaper red,
Good-bye to the sheets on the warm double bed,
Good-bye to the beautiful birds on the wall,
It's good-bye, dear heart, good-bye to you all.

Lullaby
your sleeping head, my love,
IILay
Human on my faithless arm;
Time and fevers bum away
Individual beauty from
Thoughtful children, and the grave
Proves the child ephemeral:
But in my arms till break of day
Let the living creature lie,
Mortal, guilty, but to me
The entirely beautiful.
107

We have no destiny assigned us,
No data but our bodies: we plan
To better ourselves; bleak hospitals alone remind us
Of the equality of man.
Children are really loved here, even by police:
They speak of years before the big were lonely.
Here will be no recurrence.
Only
The brass-bands throbbing in the parks foretell
Some future reign of happiness and peace.
We learn to pity and rebel.

The Capital
Quarter of pleasures where the rich are always waiting,
Waiting expensively for miracles to happen,
Dim-lighted restaurant where lovers eat each other,
Cafe where exiles have established a malicious village:
You with your charm and your apparatus have abolished
The strictness of winter and the spring's compulsion;
Far from your lights the outraged punitive father,
The dullness of mere obedience here is apparent.
So with orchestras and glances, soon you betray us
To beliefin our infinite powers; and the innocent
Unobservant offender falls in a moment
__,,-......
Victim to his heart's invisible furies.

In unlighted streets you hide away the appalling;
Factories where lives are made for a temporary use
Like collars or chairs, rooms where the lonely are battered
Slowly like pebbles into fortuitous shapes.
122

But in the importance and noise of to-morrow
When the brokers are roaring like beasts on the floor of the Bourse,
And the poor have the sufferings to which they are fairly
accustomed,
And each in the cell of himself is almost convinced of his freedom,
A few thousand will think of this day
As one thinks of a day when one did something slightly unusual.
"Wh::rt
instruments we-have agree
;)
The day of his death was a dark cold day.

II
You were silly like us; your gift survived it all:
The parish of rich women, physical decay,
Y oursel£ Mad Irelan4 hurt you into poetry.
Now Ireland has her madness and lier weather still,
For poetry makes nothing happen: it survives
Iiithevalley
of its ma g where executives
Would never want to tamper, flows on south
From ranches of isolation and the busy griefs,
Raw towns that we believe and die in; it survives,
A way of happening, a mouth.

III
Earth, receive an honoured guest:
William Yeats is laid to rest.
Let the Irish vessel lie
Emptied ofits poetry.
In the nightmare of the dark
All the dogs ofEurope bark,
And the living nations wait,
Each sequestered in its hate;
Intellectual disgrace
Stares from every human face,
And the seas of pity lie
Locked and frozen in each eye.
142

Follow, poet, follow right
To the bottom of the night,
With your unconstraining voice
Still persuade us to rejoice;
With the farming of a verse
Make a vineyard of the curse,
Sing of human unsuccess
In a rapture of distress;
In the deserts of the heart
Let the healing fountain start,
In the prison ofhis days
Teach the free man how to praise.

I

In Memory of Ernst Toller
(d.May 1939)
The shining neutral summer has no voice
To judge America, or ask how a man dies;
And the friends who are sad and the enemies who rejoice
Are chased by their shadows lightly away from the grave
Of one who was egotistical and brave,
Lest they should learn without suffering how to forgive.
What was it, Ernst, that your shadow unwittingly said?
Did the small child see something horrid in the woodshed
Long ago? Or had the Europe which took refuge in your head
Already been too injured to get well?
For just how long, like the swallows in that other cell,
Had the bright little longings been flying in to tell
About the big and friendly death outside,
Where people do not occupy or hide;
No towns like Munich; no need to write?
143

l

Crying for the moon is
Naughtiness and envy,
We can only love what-ever we possess.
I believed for years that
Love was the conjunction
Of two oppositions;
That was all untrue;
Every young man fears that
He is not worth loving:
Bless you, darling, I have
Found myself in you.
When two lovers meet, then
There's an end of writing
Thought and Analytics:
Lovers, like the dead,
In their loves are equal;
Sophomores and peasants,
Poets and their critics
Are the same in bed.

Law Like Love
Law, say the gardeners, is the sun,
Law is the one
All gardeners obey
To-morrow, yesterday, to-day.
Law is the wisdom of the old,
The impotent grandfathers feebly scold;
The grandchildren put out a treble tongue,
Law is the senses of the young.
Law, says the priest with a priestly look,
Expounding to an unpriestly people,
Law is the words in my priestly book,
Law is my pulpit and my steeple.
154

To death as a fact, no doubt we are right: But if
Sins can be forgiven, if bodies rise from the dead,
These modifications of matter into
Innocent athletes and gesticulating fountains,
Made solely for pleasure, make a further point:
The blessed will not care what angle they are regarded from,
Having nothing to hide. Dear; I know nothing of
Either, but when I try to imagine a faultless love
Or the life to come, what I hear is the murmur
Of underground streams, what I see is a limestone landscape.

Ischia
(for BrianHoward)
There is a time to admit how much the sword decides,
with flourishing homs to salute the conqueror,
impassive, cloaked and great on
horseback under his faffiing flag.
Changes of heart should also occasion song, like his
who, tuming back from the crusaders' harbour, broke
with our aggressive habit
once and for all and was the first
to see all penniless creatures as our siblings. Then
at all times it is good to praise the shining earth,
dear to us whether we choose our
duty or do something horrible.
Dearest to each his birthplace; but to recall a green
valley where mushrooms fatten in the summer nights
and silvered willows copy
the circumflexions of the stream

Q
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Bucolics
1.

WINDS

(ForAlexis Leger)

--

Deep, deep below our violences,
Quite still, lie our First Dad, his watch
And many little maids,
But the boneless winds that blow
Round law-court and temple
Recall to Metropolis
That Pliocene Friday when,
At His holy insuffiation
(Had He picked a teleost
Or an arthropod to inspire,
Would our death also have come?)
One bubble-brained creature said; 'I am loved, therefore I am'-:
An we y now might th;Ko n
Be lying down with the kid,
Had he stuck to that logic.
Winds make weather; weather
Is what nasty people are
Nasty about and the nice
Show a common joy in observing:
When I seek an image
For our Authentic City,
(Across what brigs of dread,
Down what gloomy galleries,
Must we stagger or crawl
Before we may cry - 0 look !?)
I see old men in hall-ways
Tapping their barometers,
Or a lawn over which
The first thing after breakfast,
A paterfamilias
Hurries to inspect his rain-gauge.
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His continental damage done,
Laid on an island shelf,
Napoleon has five years more
To talk about himsel£
How fascinating is that class
Whose only member is Me!
Sappho, Tiberius and I
Hold forth beside the sea.
What is cosier than the shore
Of a lake turned inside out?
How do all these other people
Dare to be about?

In democratic nudity
Their sexes lie; except
By age or weight you could not tell
The keeping from the kept.
They go, she goes, thou goest, I go
To a mainland livelihood:
Farmer and fisherman complain
The other has it good.
6. PLAINS

(For WendellJohnson)

t

I can imagine quite easily ending up
In a decaying port on a desolate coast,
Cadging drinks from the unwary, a quarrelsome,
Disreputable old man; I can picture
A second childhood in a valley, scribbling
Reams of edifying and unreadable verse;
But I cannot see a plain without a shudder;
'O God, please, please, don't ever make me live there!'

Whence cannon would put the harbour at his mercy),
Though it is here they chamber with Clio. At this brook
The Christian cross-bow stopped the Heathen scimitar;
Here is a windmill whence an emperor saw
His right wing crumple; across these cabbage fields
A pretender's Light Horse made their final charge.

Ifl were a plainsman I should hate us all,
From the mechanic rioting for a cheap loaf
To the fastidious palate, hate the painter
Who steals my wrinkles for his Twelve Apostles,
Hate the priest who cannot even make it shower.
What could I smile at as I trudged behind my harrow
But bloodshot images of rivers howling,
Marbles in panic, and Don't-Care made to care?
As it is, though, I know them personally
Only as a landscape common to two nightmares:
Across them, spotted by spiders from afar,
L. ,
I have tried to run, knowing there was no hiding and nohelp;
On them, in brilliant moonlight, I have lost my way
And stood without a shadow at the dead centre
Of an abominable desolation,
Like Tarquin ravished by his post-coital sadness.
Which goes to show I've reason to be frightened
Not of plains, of course, but of me. I should like
- Who wouldn't? - to shoot beautifully and be obeyed,
(Ishould also like to own a cave with two exits);
I wish I weren't so silly. Though I can't pretend
To think these flats poetic, it's as well at times
To be reminded that nothing is lovely,
Not even in poetry, which is not the case.

I

That animal of taste,
And ofhis twin, your brother,
Unlettered, savage, dumb,
Down there below the waist:
Although your style be fumbling,
Half stutter and half song,
Give thanks however bumbling,
Telling for Her dear sake
To whom all styles belong
The truth She cannot make.
Be happy, precious five,
So long as I'm alive
Nor try to ask me what
You should be happy for;
Think, ifit helps, oflove
Or alcohol or gold,
But do as you are told.
I could (which you cannot)
Find reasons fast enough
To face the sky and roar
In anger and despair
At what is going on,
Demanding that it name
Whoever is to blame:
The sky would only wait
Till all my breath was gone
And then reiterate
As ifI wasn't there
That singular command
I do not understand,

Bless what there isfor being,
Which has to be obey ed, for
What else am I made for,
Agreeing or disagreeing?

As though the Muse preferred her half-wit sons;
Good poets have a weakness for bad puns.
Suppose your Beatrice be, as usual, late,
And you would tell us how it feels to wait,
You' re free to think, what may be even true,
You' re so in love that one hour seems like two,
But write -As I sat waitingforhercall,

Eachsecondlongerdarkerseemedthan all
(Something like this but more elaborate still)

Thoserainingcenturiesit tooktofill
That quarrywhenceEndymion'sLove wastorn;

~

From such ingenious fibs are poems born.
Then, should she leave you for some other guy,
Or ruin you with debts, or go and die,
No metaphor, remember, can express
A real historical unhappiness;
Your tears have value if they make us gay;
0 Happy Grief! is all sad verse can say.
The living girl's your business (some odd sorts
Have been an inspiration to men's thoughts):
Yours may be old enough to be your mother,
Or have one leg that's shorter than the other,
Or play Lacrosse or do the Modem Dance,
To you that's destiny, to us it's chance;
We cannot love your love till she take on,
Through you, the wonders of a paragon.
Sing her triumphant passage to our land,
The sun her footstool, the moon in her right hand,
And seven planets blazing in her hair,
Queen of the Night and Empress of the Air;
Tell how her fleet by nine king swans is led,
Wild geese write magic letters overhead
And hippocampi follow in her wake
With Amphisboene, gentle for her sake;
Sing her descent on the exulting shore
To bless the vines and put an end to war .
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